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Problem setting

• Family of systems (e.g., MountainCar with random terrain profiles),
modeled by a parameterized dynamics model

• Given a test environment from the family of systems, what actions
should an agent perform to calibrate the parameterized forward dy-
namics model?

Our approach

• Context-conditional dynamics model with context encoder for amor-
tized inference

• Compute optimal calibration action sequence via Information-Gain
maximization

→ Computational alternative to hand-crafted system identi-
fication signals!
Improvements compared to random actions for model cali-
bration in terms of

• predictive accuracy of the calibrated model

• performance of control algorithms using the calibrated models for
planning.

Model Recurrent context-conditional (multi-step) dynamics model
q(x1:N | x0, u0:N−1, β) =

∏N
n=1 q(xn | x0, u0:n−1, β) with context-encoder

q(β|C) = N (µ(C), diag(σ2(C)) (combining ideas from [2, 3]).

Training procedure:

1. Training data: Apply random actions in environment samples (in-
dexed by α)

2. Iteratively maximize EDα,Cα[J (Dα, Cα)]

•J is a lower bound J (Dα, Cα) ≤ log p(Dα|Cα)

•Dα: target chunk of length H [xn, un, xn+1, ..., un+H−1, xn+H]

•Cα: set of transitions {(x, u, x+)} (context observations)

Cα and Dα are sampled from pre-collected data (see (1)).

Lower bound: Similar to [2]:

J (Dα, Cα) = Eβ∼q(β|Dα∪Cα) [Jlogll(Dα,β)]−λKLKL(q(β|Dα∪Cα)||q(β|Cα))

Jlogll consists of single-step and multi-step prediction log-likelihoods.

Calibration
Goal: Compute actions u0:N−1 which are maximally informative for the belief β.
Approach: Maximize expected information gain [4] for actions u0:N−1

EIG(u0:N−1|x0, T0) = Eβ0 ∼ q(β0|T0)
T ∼ q(T |x0, u0:N−1, β0)

[H [q(β|T0)]−H [q(β|T0 ∪ T )]]

given an initial state x0 and already observed transitions T0.
Open-Loop calibration: Computing the action sequence once at the beginning.
MPC calibration: Re-planning the action sequence after every applied action.
Baseline: Applying random actions to collect calibration transitions.
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Pendulum angle extruded over time (starting at center)
for random and MPC calibration rollouts
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Random (top) vs MPC (bottom) calibration rollouts
on 5 sampled MountainCar profiles (pink: t=1, yellow:
t=50).
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The entropy of β behaves reason-
ably for context sets containing
transitions from a varying number
of quadrants
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MPC-calibrated models perform
better in swing-up task than models
calibrated with random actions

Paper and supplementary material available at:
https://explorethecontext.is.tue.mpg.de
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